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Ulysses Montes Competition Finalist
By: Brittany estrada
Faculty Advisor & Guest Writer
On Wednesday February
1st, Ulysses Montes, LALA
senior attended the Poetry
Out Loud poetry recitation
contest in Cerritos. After
wining first place in the
LALA poetry recitation
contest in January, Montes
was given the task to represent the school in the
Los Angeles County competition finals. Not a
better day, than legendary poet Langston Hughes
birthday, for Ulysses recite “Enemies” by Wendell
Berry and “every single day” by John Straley. Two
out of the 16 student contestants were awarded
for the highest performance points. Give Ulysses
your praise for his hard work and practice.

LALA Participates in the Women’s March

s the Trump presidency begins we are all
waiting anxiously to see what will happen
next. President Trump came into office making history from the very first day, he is the first
individual to be elected as president with only a
business and celebrity background. Rather than
easing his way into the position, he hits the ground
running, and begins to sign executive orders within
the first week of his presidency. This is quite an
abnormal approach to the start of a presidency
compared to his predecessors although not completely surprising seeing that he is unlike any of
the past presidents.
Donald Trump wasted no time in attempting
to change America into the land he would like it
to be. As stated on NPR “United States President
Donald Trump signed 18 executive orders and
memos in his first 12 days in office, for an average
of 1.5 executive actions per day.” The amount
of executive orders signed in the first two weeks
are record numbers and there are no signs of this
slowing. Among some of the executive orders,
the most controversial is “120 day ban suspension of the refugee program as well as a 90 day
ban on travel to the U.S. from seven terror hot
spots”. The ban has been debated since the day it
was signed with extreme views coming from both

By: Emily gabriela Gonzalez
Photographer & Guest Writer
On Saturday morning, January 21, 2017,
students and teachers
from LA Leadership
Academy HS gathered
with women, men, and
children in Downtown
LA to participate in the Women’s March. There
were many reasons why people came out to
protest some include people’s rights, equality,
respect, and to take a stand against Trump’s
policies and to make to point that the things that
Trump has expressed throughout his campaign
are harmful and wrong.

Glassblowing in Boyle Heights
By: Brittany estrada
Faculty Advisor & Guest Writer
In January seven LALA
students were selected to
be the first in a prototype Glassblowing Fine
Arts class. The students
meet every Tuesday and
Thursday in an art studio
in Boyle Heights, with Glassblowing master
Jaime Guerrero. So far students have learned the
basics of working and shaping the molten glass,
creating their own glass cups and paper weights.
If you are interested please see Ms. Jimenez or
Ms. Estrada.

Green Vs. Gold
By: Emily gabriela Gonzalez
Photographer & Guest Writer
On January 25, 2017, our
first Green vs. Gold event
of the year, took place on
a cold windy day outside
in the basketball courts.
Mrs.Cuprill, the principal,
shared a few words to the
students then she called students from all grades to
come up to the front, were they then received pins
for honor roll and perfect attendance from their
advisors. After, students participated in a game of
volleyball. 12th and 10th graders on team gold vs.
11th and 9th graders on team green. In result, Gold
won 44-29 for the girl’s game and Green Won 27-29
for the boy’s game.

sides. Massive spontaneous protest have broken
out in response to the executive orders. Recently
a federal judge put a block on the ban due to the
unconstitutional nature of the order.
Additionally, as a result of the multitude of executive orders and extremist ideals, Trump holds he
has earned himself the highest disapproval rating
of any president thus far. According to CNN, “A
majority, 53%, disapprove of the way the President
is handling his job, marking the highest disapproval
for a new elected president.” From the start of
his campaign, he has had many people disapprove
with his, at times, prejudice comments. All the

comments and policies that Trump proposes are
prerequisites to the inevitable decline of his approval rating. Although this is only the start of his
presidency, he is already creating a massive amount
of enemies both nationally and internationally.
Donald Trump will go down in history as one
of the most notable and unorthodox presidents
the U.S. has elected. Whether or not we agree or
disagree with his political views we cannot deny
that already in his first few weeks, he has made
drastic changes to our country. These changes will
be spoken about as the years progress regardless
of the positive or negative effect it has on society.

THE FUTURE IS FEMALE
By: Jocelyn Perez rAMIREZ
Editor-In-Chief

“

As a woman you must just remind
yourself that you birthed this nation.
Without a woman, none of these people
that we’re talking about would even be here
today. So once we’re remembered that we
hold that power, and we can birth a nation
and unbirth a nation. That’s where your
strength lies in your power and knowing
that you’re worth and knowing that you absolutely have the right to voice your opinion,” quoted from Janelle Monae’s quote
during the Women’s March on Washington.
On January 21st, 2017, over five million organized and marched in a peaceful protest calling for equality and the
preservation of women’s rights. Notably,
considered one of the largest post inaugural protest in history, this march was
dedicated to promoting and defending
the laws and policies that protect the
welfare and safety of women. In just a
day after the 45th President, Donald J.
Trump’s inauguration in Washington D.C.,
hundreds and thousands of women and
men marched through the streets of Los
Angeles, New York City, and many other
states in between including other countries.
The Women’s March is estimated to be the
largest one-day protest in US history. With
an estimated of 500,000 people protesting in Washington D.C., 250,000 people in
Chicago, 200,000 people in New York City,
and 750,000 people flooded the streets in
Los Angeles, according to Politicususa.com.

This historic Women’s March demonstrated
and proved that thousands of American
citizens reject the misogynistic ideology of
Trump’s administration and are refusing to
remain silent.
Women from different races, religions,
sizes, and sexualities contributed to this
day with posters, pink hats, shirts with their
written thoughts, and many other artistic
acts of opposition. In addition, many celebrities and political influencers also joined to
give inspiring speeches and performances
in a call for women’s rights. The Women’s
March extended throughout America and
around the globe. According to CNN.com,
men and women from Berlin, London,
Sydney, Paris, Nairobi and Cape Town also
protested with unity along with the protesters on Washington against Trump’s policies.
The success and aftermath of the Women’s
March on Washington led movements like
The Black Lives Matter and other social
movements to continue to protest their

rights. In addition, this march is an important cultural moment that Americans will
not forget.
As a young latina activist, I participated
in the Women’s March in Downtown Los
Angeles. The vibe of the protest was so
empowering, it motivated me to exercise
my rights as a woman. I have never seen so
many men and women moving together as
a whole in one day. It’s amazing to know
that women lead this historic protest. Signs
were everywhere and the streets were
crowded. The atmosphere was intense and
overwhelming because I didn’t expect so
many people to participate in the march.
Everywhere I looked, I saw beautiful people
from different races, religion beliefs, and
sexualities peacefully marching for their
voice to be heard. My experience in the
Women’s March made me feel proud of
who I am as a woman and glad that I was
part of this historic movement.
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Black History Month: Needed
Now More Than Ever
By: Peta Lindsay
Guest Writer

T
“

his article was originally posted in 2011. We are
reposting it in celebration of Black History Month.

Lead the Negro to believe this [that he is
inferior] and thus control his thinking. If you
can thereby determine what he will think, you will
not have to worry about what he will do. You will
not have to tell him to go to the back door. He
will go without being told; and if there is no back
door, he will have one cut for his special benefit.”
Carter G. Woodson (1933)
Carter G. Woodson was a man who understood that controlling the history and education
of an oppressed people is essential to maintaining
their oppression. Woodson was an educator, a historian and the founder of the Association for the
Study of Negro History and Life as well as the
founder of Negro History Week in 1926.
Negro History Week was intended to be a weeklong celebration of the rich history and achievements of people of African descent in the U.S.
In 1976, that week became Black History Month,
and now it is observed every February in the media, in schools and in communities across the U.S.
Black History Month is meant to combat
the ideology of white supremacy that is prevalent
throughout much of the popular understanding of U.S. history and pop culture. In order to
reinforce the idea that African Americans are
inferior and thus incapable of contributing much
to society, the historical contributions made by
African Americans are minimized or excluded
altogether in the official narrative.
This denial of the role of Black people in
U.S. history is one part of the overall strategy
used by the ruling class to continue the oppression and exploitation of Black people. So the
creation of a Negro History Week, in which Black
contributions were exclusively highlighted, was a
significant step forward in the struggle for Black
equality in the official history of the United States
and in society as a whole.
Woodson believed in the importance of
using examples from history to instill pride in
Black Americans and to force whites to accept the
integral role played by people of African descent
in the overall history of this nation.
Woodson lived under conditions of Jim
Crow segregation in the South in the first half of
the 20th century. In the time and place in which

Carter G. Woodson
he lived, the very humanity of African Americans
was in question, with legislators refusing even to
act against lynching, for example. The denial of
basic rights for the Black population was the law
of the land.
But this period also saw the emergence of
a robust and committed African American intelligentsia that used history and literature as their
weapons of choice in the fight for Black equality
and liberation.
Although this intelligentsia came from many
classes, the advancement of the entire community was their goal. Many of them railed against
poverty and exploitation by name, and many were
members of the Communist Party USA at some
point in their lives.
This charge on the cultural front was lead by
prolific writers and historians including Woodson
and W.E.B .DuBois, and was joined by writers
Paul Lawrence Dunbar, Claude McKay, Zora
Neale Hurston, Langston Hughes and countless
others. Their work comprises a historical and cultural polemic against the idea of the inferiority of
African Americans and had an explosive impact
throughout Black communities and society at the
time. Sadly, it may only be during Black History
Month that many school children learn about
their legacy today.
Historian John Hope Franklin was a colleague of Woodson and a critic of Black History
Month in modern times. Of Woodson, he wrote,
“In succeeding years, down to his death in 1950,
he continued to express hope that Negro History

Upcoming Events

1/10/17- First Day of SchoolSecond Semester.
2/13/17- 6-12 Week 5 Grades Due.
2/20/17- President’s Day.
2/21/17- HS Coffee W/ Principal 		
and Parent Workshop 4-6 PM.
2/13/17- 2/17/17- Spirit week.
2/14/17- Valentine’s Day
2/17/17- Valentine’s Dance

Week would outlive its usefulness.” Woodson
clearly wanted to overcome the marginalization
of Black history in part through the mechanism
of the Black History Week or Month.
Franklin expressed the view held by many
present-day African Americans that Black History Month has become a commercialized and
empty gesture, or a form of tokenism, that allows
Black history to continue to be marginalized and
ignored for the other 11 months of the year.
Franklin, who is now deceased, famously used to
refuse any invitations to give lectures about Black
history during the month of February.
On the other side of this debate, scholar Allen B. Ballard, who attended a segregated elementary school in Philadelphia in 1930, explained
what Negro History Week meant to him and his
classmates. He wrote that, after Negro History
Week “… we really knew that we were important
people, that great things were expected of us, and
that we had a tradition of honor, excellence and
perseverance to uphold. That meant a lot to us as
we daily walked by the spanking brand-new white
school with its high wire fences on our way to the
Hill school three blocks past it.”
Ballard’s position is clear, stating, “If anything,
the need for such a program is even more evident
today than it was in my childhood.”
Until the racist ideology of the ruling class is
no longer the dominant ideology, Black History
Month will continue to be an important opportunity to instill knowledge and pride in African
Americans and to educate and overcome the
racist ideas or distorted understanding of Black
history that may remain among white workers.
Black History Month challenges a system that asserts a version of history where every great deed
was done by rich white males. According to this
history, women, poor people, and not only Black
but all people of color, have played no significant
role and occupy a secondary place in society. Los
Angeles Leadership Academy is proud to participate in Black History Month.

Have an opinion?
Write for The Voice
Submit your opinions to the
editors at
thevoice@laleadership.org

YPI NEWS
1/10/17- First Day of School-Second
Semester.
2/4/17- Pre-Cash 4 College
2/10/17- Friendship Dance/
Collaboration
*Any questions, ask a YPI member.

hhhhhhThe Voice Ch-Ch-Ch Challenge hhhhhh
February’s Challenge
The first student to answer the question:
Will receive
A Special Prize
You Must Answer this Riddle:
A seven letter word containing thousands of letters.
The first student to tell Ms. Estrada
will receive the prize.

www.laleadership.org
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Makeup Has No Gender

By: Jocelyn Perez rAMIREZ
Editor-In-Chief

F

or so long, makeup has always been a girl
thing and not a guy thing. Although men
have been wearing makeup for centuries, the
beauty industry was mostly idealized for women. Now that it is 2017, men are coming out of
their shells and embracing their inner beauty
through makeup. In addition, make up brands
are now launching male makeup artists as their
stars of their campaign, from CoverGirl’s first
‘CoverBoy’ to Maybelline’s first new male star.
Male makeup artists are making their way from
social media and breaking gender boundaries in
the makeup industry.
James Charles Dickinson, well known
as James Charles, (@jcharlesbeauty), 17, is
an American internet-famous makeup artist
and high school student. Charles began doing
D.I.Y and makeup tutorials on YouTube and
Instagram with collective huge followers and
subscribers. As Charles began to desire and
embrace his looks with makeup, his parents first began comparing his passion with
cosmetics to his gender identity. According to
MarieClaire.com, Charles explained, “My parents started questioning me about whether or
not I was transgender — whether or not I was
trying to be a woman. It was a big argument,”
he told Marie Claire. “It took a lot of thorough
conversations to explain that it’s an art form
for me. I’m still confident as a boy and I will
always be a boy. I can be confident with bare
skin and with a full face.”
Charles recently made history in the
makeup industry when he was named CoverGirl’s first ever male spokesman since 60 years
of publication. Charles is the face of CoverGirl’s newest mascara launch, “So Lashy!”
and is continuing to be part of the brand’s
campaign.
Manny Gutierrez, better known as Manny
Mua, (@MannyMua733), 25, is an internetfamous makeup guru and social media influencer. Gutierrez developed his love for makeup
as a child when he watched his mother apply

makeup for work. During his teen years, Gutierrez would hide in his mother’s room to play
with her makeup, in which later he progressed
on practicing.
Growing up in Southern California, he
learned to instantly hide his enjoyment with
makeup from other boys. It wasn’t so easy for
Gutierrez, he dealt with family issues especially
after he decided to drop out of medical school
to pursue his dream of becoming a makeup
artist. According to People.com, Gutierrez
quoted, when asked his advice for anyone hoping to follow in his footsteps, “Don’t be scared
of what people will say. I’ve gone through all
of it,” he told People. “I’ve heard every single
name in the book. But the hardest part is just
to start. Create an account and start a YouTube
channel and be confident in yourself.”
On January 14, 2017, Maybelline announced its new Big Shot Mascara by Colossal
ad campaign starring Manny Gutierrez as
its first ever male partnership. According to
Glamour.com, Manny’s collaboration with
Maybelline’s new mascara was to encourage
and send a message to everyone, regardless of
gender, to “lash like a boss.” This is amazing!
Patrick Simondac, better known as Patrickstarrr, (@PatrickStarrr), 27, is a Filipino-

American YouTube beauty guru and businessman. In his teens, Simondac would steal his
mother’s foundation and experiment with
makeup. According to People.com, Simondac
was into photography in high school. He would
take headshots of his friends during school and
discovered makeup photoshop in the computer.
Photography sparked his passion for makeup.
Simondac is a multitasker. After high
school, he worked as a freelancer photographer
at Panera, a piano teacher, and assistant for videographers. In addition, he was a nursing student and an employee at MAC Cosmetics. After
working at MAC Cosmetics during the holiday
seasons, Simondac began a YouTube Channel
on glam makeup tutorials in 2013, according to
Fashionista.com. His beauty skills and personality captured attention from many fans and
makeup brands. When launching his YouTube
videos on his channel, Simondac formed a
friendship with his fans. One of his super fans
was Manny Gutierrez, known as Manny MUA.
Gutierrez was a super fan of Simondac when
his career as a Youtube star was rising; in addition, both makeup gurus formed an inseparable friendship. Although, Simondac’s journey
through his career was bit overwhelming, he
had Gutierrez by his side through it all.

The World According To
Nehemias Roblero

La Próxima Revolución?
By; Karen Jocelyn Garcia
Staff Writer

A

fter Donald Trump’s election,
the Mexican peso has decreased
to 12 percent against the U.S. dollar
and a 20 percent rise in gas prices.
This was a sign of instability regarding Mexican exports like automobiles and oil. Disappointed residents
say that the gas price increase, is
an unfair subsid that benefited the
wealthy. However, the government
fails to examine other factors that
are upsetting Mexico like the “narco
state” corruption.
The increase of fuel prices or
“gasolinazo” (gasoline blow), resulted within the weakened currency
which created many angry Mexicans.
According to The Guardian, the
average gas price was now raised to
17.79 pesos (about 90 cents) for a liter of premium gasoline. This makes
a gallon nearly as much of Mexico’s
minimum wage which is 80 pesos
(four dollars) for the average worker.
Public transportation and truck drivers were affected the most with the
unfair increase. Mexico has protested
all over their country blocking roads,
gas stations, and fuel facilities. Gasolinazo has also led to arrests, looted

stores, and even deaths.
Mexico is also considered a
“narco-state corruption” which is
between the Mexican government
and drug cartels. A drug cartel admitted that two police officers that
were part of the kidnapping and
murders of 43 Ayotzinapa students
in 2014. Ever since, police officers
have been arrested due to their association with the student kidnappings.
However, drug cartels in Mexico are
viewed as important assets to help
out poor communities and provide
their people with better resources.
These factors have disappointed
people in Mexico with their government. The amount of issues that
happened in Mexico have led to
anti-government protests, marches,
and strikes like the gas price increase
and the Mexican peso value, but
none of these factors can be blamed
for the extreme levels of Mexico.
There were already protest because
of the last presidential elections and
current presidency of Enrique Peña
Nieto. The narco- state corruption
and the economic insecurity will
not go away regardless of the next
election or protest. Will this start the
next Mexican Revolution?

Furthermore, Simondac worked his way
up from Youtube to makeup brands. He currently has 2.8 million followers on Instagram
and over 2 million subscribers on YouTube.
Last year, he launched his first beauty collaboration on a nail polish collection for Sephora’s
Formula X brand. He traveled through Spain
representing NYX Cosmetics and have been
part of many beauty conventions like Generation Beauty, BeautyCon, and Glow Con. In
addition, Simondac still continues to do what
he loves most and influence young people to
not be afraid to go for what they enjoy. “I had
to work hard to prove that makeup wasn’t
just an outlet to be gay. I wanted to show that
I’m an educator. I’m talented. I’m an artist. I
really wanted to prove to my parents – both
immigrants from the Philippines – that I, as
the oldest child, could go to school and pursue
something greater than what they’ve ever
dreamed for me,” a quote from Patrick Simondac from People.com.
Makeup has no limit with gender. Men
are a huge part of the makeup industry and
are continuing to break gender boundaries.
Like any other male makeup artist, there is no
shame on embracing inner beauty.

By; Yulissa Andrea Jimenez
Staff Writer

B

orn on June 7, 2011, Roblero is
the youngest child out of his four
siblings. He is currently five years old
and attends to Los Angeles Leadership
Academy Primary School. In school,
he is an early bird and also likes to
make real great friends. Roblero is very
talkative, laughable, curious, and never
shy at all. Roblero likes to run around
all the time and enjoys playing soccer.
He likes to prepare himself by dressing nice and combing his hair. Roblero
looks up to his big brother Jose
Roblero, who attends to Los Angeles
Leadership Academy High School.
The Voice sat down with primary
student Nehemias Roblero to get his
thoughts about his world.
The Voice: Who is your favorite superhero?
NR: Superman
The Voice: What is your favorite color?
NR: Blue
The Voice: What is your favorite food?
NR: Lasagna
The Voice: What do you want to be
when you grow up?
NR: I want to be a lawyer.
The Voice: What kind of games do
you like to play?

The Home of Lion Pride

NR: I like to play soccer.
The Voice: What is your favorite
animal?
NR: Shark
The Voice: What T.V show do you like
to watch?
NR: I like to watch Criminal Minds.
The Voice: What do you think about
technology?
NR: I don’t know, I don’t use technology.
The Voice: What is your favorite
subject?
NR: I love to do art.
The Voice: What’s your favorite candy?
NR: Chocolate
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One of America’s
Most Elite Fighting
Force

By: Isiah paulino
Staff Writer

T

he United States Marine Corps, or
USMC for short, is one of the most
elite fighting forces in history. According
to Marines.com, the purpose of the Marines has remained the same since November 10, 1775, the day it was founded
in Tuns Tavern. The mission of the
Marines is to be “most ready when the
nation is least ready. From humanitarian
relief efforts to combat operations; from
air, land and sea to every clime and place,
the Marine Corps is ready to answer our
nation’s call.” The Marines have been
in many conflicts throughout the years
starting from year 1775, till today.
This history is great but, how can
we benefit from this military branch, one
might ask? First, there is competitive pay,
enlistment bonuses (which are sums of
money given to the individual when they
enlist), healthcare, insurance, basic allowance for housing as well as free base
housing, and education, according to
Military Spot, a blog website for military
personnel active reserve and retired. The
list goes on and on, but the Marines will
teach you skills that can give you a competitive edge on life and give you a sense
of accomplishment when they earn the
title of a Marine.
How does an individual become a
Marine? They have to go to basic training, but even before that there are some
requirements: they have to meet for the
enlisted route, the individual must have
to be at least 17 years old at the time of
enlistment or at haven’t had their 29th
birthday, yet must have proof of legal
residency in the US, must show high
school diploma and a physical examination. For officers it’s all this including a
bachelor’s degree and they have to be a
legal citizen. You can not be an officer
if you are only a legal resident. Today in
the Marines according to Insidegov.com,
the Marines have 187,787 active personal
and has 38,213. The average pay for a
Marine is 49K per year according to
payscale.com.
In conclusion, to join the Marines
as an enlisted recruit the individual has
to meet physical requirements as well
as have a high school diploma. To be
an officer the individual is required to
have a bachelor’s degree in any field and
meet the enlisted requirements as well.
If you are interested in the Marines visit
Marines.com for more information.
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Viewpoint: Abortion
By: Lilibeth Huerta
Staff Writer

O

nce in the mother’s womb or during
the growth development process,
the fetus hears and communicates with
the mother in many ways. It is one of the
most beautiful things a woman could ever
experience in their lives; to be pregnant. At
that very first moment since you’re in your
mother’s womb, whether you believe it or
not, it is one of the most wonderful moments of her life. I can relate to this beautiful, amazing experience because I went
through this and it has been one of the best
times of my life. Because of my experience with childbirth, I am against abortion
because nobody should have unprotected
sex if they chose to not have a child.
Due to the available awareness and
safety hazards of preventing pregnancy,
teens have the opportunity to know how
to avoid pregnancy; especially with education that promotes not having sex without
protection. In other words, if teens are
going to have sex, both partners need to
stay protected and the most important birth
control is not having sex at all. By using
any method that prevents pregnancy; teens
should consult with their doctors, parents,
guardians, or remain abstinent.
When a woman aborts she goes
through an extremely difficult procedure.
First, the women has to find and make an
appointment with an abortion provider.
Second, the woman calls the facility and
asks about their services. Third, the individual consults the cost of an abortion because
prices depend on how long a woman has
been pregnant as well as insurance, medical history, and age. Fourth, the woman
learns about the risks of an abortion and
the side effects of what occurs. Last, but
not least, women need to decide what kind
of abortion (abortion types are dependent
on trimester stage) to have in order for the
doctor to inform the assistant to make an
appointment for the woman, so the next

time she comes everything is prepared.
To further my opinion, I believe people
should put themselves in women’s shoes who
can’t have children of their own and imagine what it feels like to see others having the
possibility of getting pregnant only to end
up aborting. I have an aunt who can’t have
children and the idea of herself knowing the
amount of women aborting she gets frustrated and sad because she wished she had that
opportunity of getting pregnant, but unfortunately she cannot.
According to “Abortions In America”
a total of 699,202 abortions were reported
to CDC for 2012 (Reporting is voluntary).
Additionally, Martin Donohoe, from Parental Notification and Consent Laws for Teen
Abortions states thirty percent of teens do
not tell their parents about their abortions
because of feared violence or being forced
to leave home. Some teens lie about having
an abortion because they fear that they’re going to be personally judged by their parents.
The possibility of breaking the relationship
between parents and teens is another cause
of abortion and another reason why I do not
support it.
Furthermore, some women are not informed about the risks and consequences that
they can go through in the process of getting
an abortion. The possible dangers of the
abortion process include “Heavy or persistent
bleeding, infection or sepsis, damage to the
cervix, scarring of the uterine lining, perforation of the uterus, damage to other organs,
and/or death ” according to the American
Pregnancy Organization. In addition to physical side effects, some women that undergo the
abortion process encounter extreme emotional and psychological depression according to
the American Pregnancy Organization.
To contradict myself, I would support
the abortion of a young child who was raped.
Young children who are raped or sexually assaulted and impregnated have the opportunity
to abort. According to The American Psychological Association fifty percent of pregnant
teens have experienced sexual violence. The

Guttmacher Institute states in “State
Policies in Brief: Minors’ Access to
Contraceptive Services” that “just 16 of
the 39 states with parental involvement
laws provide exceptions for minors who
are victims of sexual and physical assault,
incest or neglect.”So in a different hand,
these young children, in my opinion,
cannot assume the same responsibility of
choosing to abort as a teen or adult can;
because their innocence was taken away.
In my opinion, I didn’t abort because
I thought about it for a second and it
brought past memories back into my
mind; every moment that I’ve lived in my
life, every little detail, counts. So I asked
myself, “Think about it, if your own
mother didn’t abort you then why are
you going to abort? How can a human
being agree to do something so unspeakable?” The very first day the fetus was in
my womb life mattered to me so much
that I didn’t do what I could have done.
I thought about the fetus the entire pregnancy. What your mom never told you,
and what I have come to learn, is that
she carried the baby for more than nine
months and nobody exactly knows what
she went through. She cried a lot and always gave you everything she had, she did
what any mother would’ve done, worrying about how each and everyday passed.
She knows she is not perfect, she took
care of every little thing that maintained
her, hoping that everything was fine with
you. In conclusion, ever since I found out
I was pregnant it was a blessing for me to
become a mother knowing it might not
happen again. Just know that as you slept
she watched you and made sure you were
fine and it broke her heart every time you
cried. Once a women becomes a mother
she will put her child first, before herself
and anyone else and if she had the opportunity to become a mother a second
time, she would do it all over again.

The Media Isn’t Colorblind
the author gives a white suspect a
not so bad title and this demone live in a society where
strates how biased the media is.
racism is everywhere; as a
When it comes to a white suspect,
result, the way someone describes the media commonly utilizes words
another person can change peowith positive connotation unlike
ple’s perspectives. That is what
the African American community
the media does towards African
where the words used will have a
Americans; but usually, the media negative connotation. Which inwill treat white suspects better
evitably causes prejudices towards
than African Americans suspects. suspects which in turn are treated
For instance, in an article
differently depending on their skin
titled, “Police: Warren shooting
color.
victim was gang member” by Jeff
In another crime, commitLevkulich, the author explains
ted by a white male, the title was,
that the victim was a gang mem“Bank Robbery Suspect was Outber. By just using the word “gang standing Blue Hills Student.” The
member” it puts fear into the
media again does not state any
reader by giving the victim a bad negative remarks about the susname.
pect’s character, but of course
On the other hand, a white
when it comes to a person of color,
suspect is described as less of a
the individual is described differmenace in the use of words the
ently from a white man. In another
media uses to describe them.
article called, “Shooting victim had
In an articled titled, “Straight-A
many run-ins with law” the author,
Student Plots To Bomb HighRick Ruggles talks about the crime
School” from Thechronicle.com, the suspect committed before in
By: Frank Guzman
Staff Writer

W
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the past. The suspect was right
away given a bad expression,
thereby making people not care
as much.
In conclusion, racism isn’t
limited to the streets, but is also
appears on social media. Does
the media treat white suspects
better than black suspects? Do
the authors write negative and
positive remarks on purpose?
Do they target a specific race to
make them look bad?
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Martin Luther King Jr. Day
By: Traves Jasper Rodriguez
Staff Writer

M

artin Luther King Sr. and Alberta
Williams King gave birth to Martin
Luther King Jr. on January 15, 1929 in
Atlanta, Georgia according to Biography.
com. His birth name was Michael King Jr,
King attended high school at Booker T.
Washington where he skipped both ninth
and eleventh grade. In 1944, King entered
Morehouse college at age fifteen, his
parents were both religious and involved
in church. He began to question religion
because he felt uncomfortable displaying
his religious beliefs, and the discomfort
continued as he grew which made him
want to decide against entering the ministry. When Junior Year came, King took
a bible which made him think about his
career in the ministry. Senior year arrived
and told his father his decision about
being a pastor. In 1953, he was married
and had four children and in 1954, he

became a pastor of the Dexter Avenue
Baptist Church of Montgomery, Alabama.
In 1955, he completed his Ph.D and was
awarded his degree in sociology at twenty
five years old. On December 1, 1955 a
woman named Rosa Parks was arrested
for not giving up her seat to a white man.
King then called for a boycott, the boycott
on buses lasted longer than a year, so bus
companies were ordered to end segregation on their buses. On August 28, 1963,
the historic March on Washington had
more than 200,000 people in attendance
where they went to the Lincoln Memorial,
That is where MLK made his “I have a
dream” speech saying that all men should
be equal. In 1964 the civil rights act was
enacted which outlawed discrimination
based on ethnicity, color, religion, sex,
or national origin. MLK then received a
Nobel Prize for 1964 for his speeches and
fight against segregation.
On April 3rd, 1968, MLK gave his
last speech where he said “I’ve seen the

promised land. I may not get there with
you. But I want you to know tonight that
we, as a people, will get to the promised
land”. The following day while King was
standing on a balcony outside his Motel,
he was sniped by James Earl Ray. Martin
Luther King Jr. was 39 years old when
he was murdered,
As stated by Thekingcenter.org,

The Life of Michelle Obama

Carrie Fisher and Debbie Reynold’s Legacy

By: Emily Gabriela Gonzalez
Photographer & Guest Writer

M

ary Frances Reynold, well known as Debbie
Reynolds, was born on April 1,1932 in El Paso,
Texas. In her career life, Reynolds was well known as a
theater, film, television actress and a singer. According
to Biography.com, “She was one of the most popular
actresses of her time.” When Reynold was a young girl,
she participated in beauty pageants. A Warner Bros. film
scout discovered Reynolds after her beauty pageant days.
In 1948, she was given a part in June Bride then two
years later she started in the musical The Daughter of
Rosie O’Grady (1950). Some of her most famous films
she starred in was musical Singin’ in the Rain (1952),
romantic film Tammy and the Bachelor (1957) and The
Unsinkable Molly Brown (1964). Reynolds was received
an Academy Award nomination for her work on the film
The Unsinkable Molly Brown.
In 1955, Reynolds married Eddie Fisher. In addition,
the couple had two children, Carrie and Todd Fisher
after a few years of their marriage. In 1959, Reynolds
divorced Eddie after he left Reynolds and their two year
old daughter and four year old son for Elizabeth Taylor.
Carrie Fisher is an American actress and author.
Born on October 21, 1956 in Los Angeles, California,
Carrie Fisher grew up admiring and following her mother’s footsteps. She would visit her mother’s plays and
watch her perform backstage. She has appeared in films
and had roles in certain television shows, but, one of
her most iconic roles was playing Princess Leia in Star
Wars (1977) and in all the sequels. She took on the role
of Princess Leia once again in 2015’s Star Wars: Episode
VII- The Force Awakens. She was currently working on
movie Star Wars: The Last Jedi which is set to premiere
on December 15, 2017. Throughout her career, she
wrote novels screenplays, and non-fiction books. Fisher
entered a relationship with talent manager, Bryan Lourd.
According to IMDb, the couple had a daughter named
Billie Catherine Lourd on July 17, 1992.
Fisher and Reynolds had a great mother-daughter
relationship. According to Eonline.com, “... though their
relationship could rightfully be categorized as turbulent,
the thornier aspects of their collective history demanding center stage, Fisher and Reynolds were fiercely
devoted to each other and, ultimately, the great loves of
each other’s lives.”

On December 23, 2017, Fisher was on a flight
from London to California when she suffered a massive
heart attack. Once the plane landed, Fisher was rushed
to Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center where she
unfortunately, passed days later on December 27, 2016.
According to the People.com, Simon Halls, the Fisher’s
family spokesperson said, “It is with very deep sadness
that Billie Lourd confirms that her beloved mother
Carrie Fisher passed away at 8:55 this morning.” Debbie
Reynolds shared this statement on Facebook, “Thank
you to everyone who has embraced the gifts and talents
of my beloved and amazing daughter. I am grateful for
your thoughts and prayers that are now guiding her to her
next step.”
On December 28, 2016, a day after Fisher’s passing,
Reynolds and her son, Todd Fisher, were at Carrie’s
Beverly Hills home making funeral arrangements for
Carrie when Reynolds suffered a stroke. She was taken to
Cedar Sinai Hospital but unfortunately she passed away a
few hours after her arrival. According to Variety Reynolds
son, Todd Fisher claimed “She wanted to be with Carrie.”
According to E! News, Reynolds and Fisher had a
joint funeral at Forest Lawn Memorial Park in Hollywood
Hills. “Carrie was recently Cremated. At Friday’s funeral,
Debbie was buried with some of her daughter’s ashes,
People reported.” According to TMZ sources, the reason
Carrie Fisher was cremated was because that was what
she had stated in her will. Not only did they have a funeral, according to E! News “On Thursday, the actresses’
family and friends, including celebs… gathered at Carrie’s
home for a joint private memorial service.” Some guest
delivered eulogies in memory of Reynolds and Fisher. In
addition, Fisher and Reynold’s family are also planning
a public memorial to honor them. According to USA
Today, Todd Fisher said that a ceremony will take place
in a theater at Forest Lawn Cemetery on March 25, 2017
at 1 p.m.
Debbie Reynolds and Carrie Fisher were two very
talented individuals. Carrie Fisher will forever be remembered for her iconic role as Princess Leia in the Star
Wars Sequels. Legendary actress, Debbie Reynolds will
be remembered for her past films like Singin in the Rain.
Most 80’s and 90’s babies may remember her as Aggie
Cromwell from Disney’s Halloweentown sequels. Moreover, their legacy will be carried on and remembered.

Martin Luther King Jr. Day is held on the
third Monday of January and celebrates
the life, achievements, and, legacy of
Martin Luther King Jr. It is celebrated
because of King’s fight for a color blind
society. On this day we honor MLK’s
dream of a multiracial nation. MLK day is
a day to encourage equal rights for every
American.

By: Damian Christian Lepe
Staff Writer

O

n January 17, 1964, in Chicago, Illinois,
Michelle LaVaughn Robinson Obama,
an American writer, lawyer, and former
First Lady of the United States was born.
Because her parents, Fraser Robinson III
and Marian Shields, pushed her and her
older brother, Craig Robinson to succeed in
school, it resulted as her being First Lady of
the United States. Michelle Obama helped in
trying to end child obesity by giving schools
healthier lunches for school and planting
gardens. She is also helping with a health
campaign she started called Let’s Move!.
Michelle was a highly intelligent student
in school. At sixth grade, Michelle took
advanced classes in her gifted school where
she passed advanced courses in Biology. In
high school, she served as the student governor treasure and was ranked as one of the
highest student in her graduation class. According to History.com, Michelle attended
Princeton University like her older brother,
Craig Robinson, where she received her B.A.
in Sociology. Michelle then attended Harvard Law School where she met her future
husband, Barack Obama. Moreover, she
earned her Juris Doctor degree from Harvard Law School in 1988. After graduating
law school, Michelle specialized in marketing
and intellectual property.
Michelle Obama married Barack
Obama on October 3, 1992, according to
Insidegov.com. Barack Obama was the first
African American to become president of
the United States from 2008 to 2017, which
made Michelle Obama the 44th First Lady.
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Michelle rode along with Barack throughout
his whole campaign running for state senator for Illinois in 1996. In July 4, 1998, Mrs.
Obama gave birth to Malia Ann, followed
by their second daughter Natasha (Sasha)
Obama in June 10, 2001. After the birth of
her children, Michelle was named director of
community affairs at University of Chicago
Hospitals in 2006. After that, Michelle became the third First Lady with a postgraduate
degree in 2008. In 2009, she helped build a
1,100 square foot garden for children on the
South lawn of the White House.
Writer, Bruce Y. Lee of Forbes Magazine
reported, “Michelle Obama made it easy to
access healthier foods for school lunches,
in awareness of child obesity. According
to Blackdoctor.org, in 2010, Mrs. Obama
launched Let’s Move!, a public health campaign in the United States, uniting community
leaders, educators, medical professionals,
parents, and others in a nationwide effort to
address the challenge of childhood obesity.
Let’s Move! has an ambitious goal: to solve
the epidemic of childhood obesity within a
generation.
On January 20, 2017, 44th President
Barack and First Lady Michelle Obama
moved out of the White House. In summary,
Michelle Obama enjoyed helping the community and she helped the United States prevent
child obesity thanks to her Let’s Move! health
campaign. CNN News reported, “Michelle
Obama gave her final White House remarks
in an emotional speech Friday, thanking her
supporters and saying, ‘being your first lady
has been the greatest honor of my life and I
hope I’ve made you proud.”
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Meet Our New
Teacher:
Mr. Soto

By: Martin Ortiz Michel
Staff Writer

T

his semester a new lion was introduced to
the LALA family. His name is Mario Soto, a
new history teacher who has recently moved to
our school to teach our seniors. He specifically
teaches Economics and Farming for Social justice. Before coming to our school, Mr. Soto was
a substitute teacher for the Montebello School
District . This is Mr. Soto’s first year teaching
as a full time teacher. Last spring he taught
economics and US history at Bell Gardens High
School to complete his teaching credentials.
Mr. Soto went to Bell Gardens High School
and played baseball there. He was always full of
school spirit as his baseball team had a tradition
to tend to the field like removing weeds and
keeping their field clean to bring a good vibe to
the field . Their baseball team was nicknamed
“the farmers” for their tradition of “giving the
field a manicure,”states Mr. Soto , “as a sense
of appreciation the the field , if you’re kind to
the field you play and work on in return maybe
the baseball God would be kind with a ground
ball.” Mr. Soto compares this to “what we are
doing here on the field, it shows you different
opportunities and life skills,” Mr. Soto’s tradition
taught him that if you work hard and get on
that daily grind then maybe life will reward you
with a “ground ball,” as stated by Mr. Soto, or a
reward that comes from working hard.
Mr. Soto is now a father and spends his
time with his daughter and girlfriend . He likes
to go to baseball games but isn’t huge Dodger
fanatic, he states, “it doesn’t matter what game
I go to , just enjoy the sport , the smell of the
grass, the cracking of the bat on the ball, and
the leather, but not religiously a dodger fan but
yeah I am a dodger fan.” Mr. Soto was born and
raised in Los Angeles as a baseball fan so his
whole life he has been around baseball.
LALA is a great school and Mr. Soto thinks
this too. When asked what he likes about our
school and it’s relatively small size he says, “ I
like that quality that it’s a small school, it’s allowing me to communicate my message and practice
my teaching skills, and I’m a big fan of a liberal
arts education and you get that understanding
here.” He also stated, “low student to teacher
ratio, so that helps us communicate better and
help one another in achieving in what we want
to do such as you accomplishing what you want
to achieve and me in practicing my teaching
skills.” Although our school is small it makes
incoming teachers create a quick relationship
with their students since each teacher only has to
deal with a certain amount of students.
Mr. Mario Soto has a positive message for
all the students who he has now and the incoming students, “work hard and don’t lose track of
your goals whether it’s academic or personal, we
want to make sure that we continue to maintain
a clear vision of our goals, to make sure we
arrive at our dream.” Mr. Soto states that being
focused will help in a significant way so you can
accomplish your goals, even if you have difficulties, you shouldn’t lose focus on what you want
to accomplish. We encourage you to give a warm
welcome to Mr. Soto the newest addition to the
LALA family.
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Farm to Fork Film Grows Towards the Big Screen!
By: Edgar Juan
Staff Writer

T

he LALA Farm to Fork documentary is well underway filming
every Wednesdays and Thursdays after school. This documentary aims to
detail the connection of students and
their relationships with organic food.
The film crew has been following students from Los Angeles Leadership
Academy as they share their stories
and experiences associated with the
food. What’s more? Each Wednesday, a film crew records Jon Plasette’s
culinary arts cooking class as they
practice the Farm to Fork technique.
The students gather fresh vegetables
and flowers from the LALA farm
and bring them back to the kitchen
to cook them into gourmet meals.
When asked, how she felt about the
farm and culinary art class working
together, Noelia Ibarra, a Junior at
LALA and one of the students in the
culinary arts class, responded by saying, “I love learning new techniques
in the kitchen. I love learning about
traditional and new ways to properly
use kitchen tools.” Ibarra followed up
by stating, “It’s a really great experi-

ence to know where your food is
coming from, you know the food we
harvest will be good for you, there are
no pesticides used in the cultivating
of our farm food.”
Students are welcome to join The
Farm to Fork documentary supported
by the Youth Policy Institute film
project. “It’s a really fun project and
outlet to do, I really enjoy working
with nature and I’m excited to be able
to film and document real stories. It’s
a fun and rewarding outlet,” said Mikayla Roberts, LALA Senior and the

film’s assistant director. These classes
take place after school with YPI in the
kitchen on Wednesdays from 2:30pm5:30pm and on Thursdays. If you also
want to work on the farm, it is from
3:30-5:30pm. Any student willing to
help out with pick the vegetables for
the culinary art class are welcome.
You can also follow the project on
Instagram at @lalafarmtoforkfilm to
gain a sneak peak into the film. The
documentary is set to be completed
sometime in May of this year and will
be submitted to several film festivals.

13,000 Dollar Tardy System!

By: Kimberly Zavala
Staff Writer

W

hat are consequences for
being tardy? Here at Los
Angeles Leadership Academy
High School, if a student is
tardy, the individual receives a
tardy pass. Last year, if the student was late, then that student
would receive a tardy pass and
serve one hour of detention
after school. During that hour,
the dean, Mr. Zimmerman,
would make students write an
essay answering questions that
he would ask; for example,
“What can you do to prevent
from you coming late again?”
On December 13, 2016,
LA Leadership Academy ad-

ministration began a new tardy
system called “Hero PT1000”
for students who arrive late.
The consequences of coming late are a progressive discipline from verbal warning
to suspension. The new tardy
slip consists of the student’s
name, ID number, how many
times they’ve been late, and if
the tardy was excused or not.
The dean of the school types
out the information before
printing. I personally had an
experience with the new tardy
system, as I was waiting in line
for my tardy pass, I realized it
is a waste of the my time as a
student and the administration’s
time. It is a waste of the students time because the students
are already late enough, and the
system making them extra late
causes them to lose more class
time. In addition, it takes about
fifteen to thirty minutes to get
this tardy pass, also depending
on the line of students. Some
students waited almost an hour
to get the pass. According to
the system, the students were
later then they actually were. I
arrived at school at exactly 8:10
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am, but in the system it was reported that I arrived to school
at 8:30 am.
Thanks to the LA Leadership team, the “Hero PT1000”
was born. This system is such
a waste of money. Initially, this
system costed 13,000 plus $50
to $100 monthly for the cost
of the materials. When asked
if the system is necessary, an
anonymous administrator said,
“Yes, it is a great way to enforce
school policy.”
Administrators definition
of “late” is arriving beyond the
designated start time. So if you
get to school at 8:01 a.m, you
are late, doesn’t matter if it’s
only one minute. Due to this
system, tardies and absences
have gone down five percent in
a week. Although, this system is
decreasing the amount of tardies, it is also making students
wait in a long line, which makes
them even more late. When
asked if this system will be used
next year, the anonymous administrator said, “Yes, in efforts
to reach 50% decrease in tardiness”. Will the “Hero PT1000”
solve the issue with tardiness?
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Sold and Trafficked in the U.S.
By: Samantha Sovalbarro
Staff Writer

W

e all know that human trafficking is a serious matter;
however, no one has stopped this.
Human trafficking first began in
1904 when it was the “White Slave
Traffic” according to “Timeline of
Human Trafficking” written by Patricia Young. White slavery would
force white women and girls into
prostitution. The White man only
made this to keep the European
women from leaving to seek jobs
abroad. Years later the white man
changed the “White Slave Traffic”
into “traffic: women and children”
so there was no discrimination in
race, according to an article titled,
“Timeline of Human Trafficking”
by Patricia Young. Human trafficking is still going on everywhere
today. Even though it has been
around for so long, how is that no
one is able to stop this? For example, according to Safehorizen.org
human trafficking is still happening
in Texas, Nevada, California and
New York.

Everyday, a woman or child
is being kidnapped, raped, sold
or killed. Human sex trafficking
happens in, brothels , strip clubs,
massage parlors, the streets or even
people’s private homes. The traffickers will take women and children
they kidnapped across international
borders. There is about 4.5 million women and children who are
exploited by sex each year, according to Humantraffickingsearch.net.
If the individual they are selling is
a virgin, the seller will increase the
price for that certain individual;
however, if the individual is under-

age, the price was increased as
well. The price someone will pay
to be sexually pleased by a child or
a vulnerable women is just horrifying. How can someone sleep
at night knowing they’ve raped
another person, or even worse, a
helpless child?
According to humantraffickinghotline.org women and
children are the most targeted
individuals in the human trafficking world. Younger girls and boys
are especially targeted because
they are so young and vulnerable,
the slaveholder will buy them

Has The Recent Rain Helped California?

By: Katherine Garcia
Photographer & Staff Writer

F

or the last two years, water has been deficient in California. Jerry Brown, the governor of California, declared a drought state
of emergency on January 17, 2014. According
to the website Ca.water.usgs.gov,. more than
25 million people were affected in different
parts of California. Mr. Brown said, “California stepped up during the drought and
saved more water than ever before, but now
we know that drought is becoming a regular
occurrence and water conservation must be
part of our everyday life.” According to the
website Ca.water.usgs.gov, the statistics were
that certain changes had to be done in order
to conserve water, so one of the changes was
that Californians reduced their water use by
23.9%. With a lot of rain that has been happening, it is said that it is helping the drought.
People were charged if they misused the
water. For example, washing your car, keeping
the sprinklers on for too long, these are just a
few examples.
In the article “New Report: California Drought Is over in Roughly Half the
State,”written by Paul Rogers of The Mercury
News, stated that 49% of the state is now
drought free due to soaking rains and snow
blizzards over the past month of December.

Paul said, “A year ago, only 5% of the state was
classified as not in drought conditions.” Meaning the rest of the state was in a severe drought.
There has been a great improvement in California. Paul also wrote that over the past week,
Los Angeles, Santa Barbara and Orange County
received five inches of rain; their wettest week
in seven years-sparking floods and mudslides.
It is said that the worst of the drought is
over for California, but water restrictions still
continue. A spokesman from the California
Department of Water Resources, Doug Carlson
said, “All this rain and snowfall will undoubtedly have a positive effect on the drought, but
we just don’t know yet for certain what the total
impact will be.” He also added that the major
reservoirs around California were nearly full
or already spilling-the two largest in California.
That’s a major amount of water.
California went from bone dry to a great
amount of water flowing through rivers and the
big tanks of the reservoirs. The dry conditions
that have mired California for more than five
years, but has shifted little by little, Los Angeles
Times stated in KTLA 5 News. It’s not all over
yet, there are still restrictions on using too
much water, but it’s no secret that the rainfall
and snow storms have made a positive effect on
the drought. California is recovering from it’s
dry days.

gifts, say they love them, even
take the victim’s on trips, according to website Faces.org, since the
young girls and boys want to fit
in, and be accepted because they
might be bullied at school or they
feel as their parents don’t care for
them, their slaveholder will give
them all the acceptance they want
according to the website. This
site is very creditable because it is
a website only for human trafficking, and gives information to
get help. The girls will not try to
escape because of all the torture,
drugging, rape, starvation, mental
and physical abuse. As stated on
polarisproject.org, sex trafficking is a modern form of slavery
that exists throughout all of the
United States. Human sex trafficking is an important issue to
discuss or recognize because it’s
such a pressing matter. People
know about this issue, but do little
to nothing to prevent it. However,
since so many people and officers
know about this issue, why does
human sex trafficking still occur?

El Chapo Update

By: Karen Jocelyn Garcia
Staff Writer

D

rug lord, Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman
is considered an important figure in
Sinaloa, Mexico for his contributions to his
people and his community. He is the head of
the Sinaloa Cartel which is one of the world’s
most powerful drug-trafficking organizations.
After his prison escapes through a tunnel, “El
Chapo” was recently extradited to the U.S. for
his corruption and violence to maintain his
drug cartel.
Guzmán was born in Badiraguato, Sinaloa
and lived in poverty with his family. His father
was abusive and was involved in a drug trade.
Growing up, Guzmán had a difficult childhood. He was kicked out of his family home
which forced him to become independent and
eventually found himself following his father’s
path, growing marijuana for small amounts of
cash. In 1989, Guzmán founded his own cartel
as the Sinaloa Cartel. His business expanded
from Mexico to South America and the United
States.
Throughout his years of drug trafficking, Guzmán established gangs to protect his
empire. He has been accused of committing
more than 1,000 murders throughout Mexico
and was eventually convicted and sentenced to
20 years in prison. Although behind the bars,
Guzmán still has potential power to continue to
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run his drug cartel. His reputation has grown
especially, when he first escaped from prison
via a laundry cart and bribed prison guards.
In 2009, Sinaloa was reportedly pulling
in 3 billion annually, which placed Guzmán’s
net worth around 1 billion. This had earned
Guzmán’s rank of 701 of world’s richest
people and became the number one target of
the U.S. government.
In 2014 when apprehended, they declined
the request by the American government
to have him extradited to the U.S. because
president Peña Nieto said that he would not
escaped. Eventually, Guzmán found his way
through a tunnel network that connected his
cell to a house and escaped for the second
time. However, Guzmán was recaptured by the
Mexican authorities, after a shootout in Los
Mochis in January 2016.
Recently, the U.S. government extradited
Guzmán to the U.S. for drug trafficking. He appeared in the federal courts in Brooklyn, New
York and pleaded not guilty for the charges he
faced. Regardless of the charges and crimes
Guzmán has faced to maintain his drug cartel,
he is considered a heroic figure to many villages in Sinaloa. He has better his community
by providing resources, and helping his people
financially. Nonetheless, Guzmán is considered
one of Mexico’s most powerful and dangerous
drug trafficker.
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The First Floating Factory
By: Andrew Javier Navarro
Managing Editor

February 2017

Brazilian Soccer
Team Plane Crash

A

mazon has been awarded a patent for a giant flying warehouse
that acts as a launchpad for drones to
deliver items within minutes. Amazon
wants to create a giant blimp carrying
a warehouse. According to Geekwire.
com, Amazon wants to send this
blimp 45,000 feet into the air with
drones packaged inside of the warehouse. The drones will take “little to
no effort” for them to fly down and
deliver your package. The unique part
about these drones is they can even
carry workers.
Amazon has already discussed the
landing techniques and how to charge
this huge warehouse with drones. According to CNBC, “It’s not the first
patent that Amazon has been awarded
regarding drone deliver. In July, a patent showed how Amazon was thinking about tall buildings and structures
such as lampposts or churches as
docking stations for drones to recharge. Another patent described how
drones would ‘talk’ to each other to
plan routes and communicate.” Basically, talking drones and blimps with
warehouses landing on churches will
be Amazon’s plan. Amazon wants

their customers to receive the package
they ordered within an hour instead of
a full twenty four hours, only if you’re
a Amazon Prime member.
Amazon has already had one
successful delivery with a drone back
in December 2016 in the UK. Now
Amazon is trying to push this type
of delivery on the U.S and make it
common to see. According to Tech
Insider.com, there’s one small problem with drone deliveries as it stands:
launching drones from the ground and
flying them to people’s houses requires
a considerable amount of energy. In
order to get round this potential issue,
Amazon is looking at storing products
at altitude in huge floating airships
described by Amazon as “airborne
fulfillment centers” and a network of

drones to essentially float items down
to people.
Many wonder if the blimp will
actually fly 45,000 feet into the air, and
landing techniques. However, some
are worried if the blimp crashes there
will be a massive debt in Amazon
from the blimp carrying the warehouse with drones, and deaths from
this huge blimp exploding. Also, will
these drones be safe and not cause
any harm to the environment? Will
our package actually be delivered
and not stolen along with the drone?
These are just many questions some
individuals have. There’s a massive pro
and con side to this massive flying factory, but Amazon wants to prove this
is idealistic by 2020. Be prepared for
flying cars next.

Robbie Rotten’s Year of Healing

By: Marvin Navarro Aramburo
Staff Writer

“

They say that I should change and
wear a perky smile but smiling
makes my face hurt and happiness
is vile ,” a quote from Robbie Rotten’s “Good To Be Bad”. Stefán Karl
Stefánsson is an actor born in Iceland
on July 10, 1975 and was diagnosed
with pancreatic cancer on October
2016. Although he has not been part
of various outstanding titles,
Stefan
is well-known for playing an iconic
character from the children’s television show, LazyTown. Unfortunately,
the show has ended and from Sarah
Butler’s article, “ Lazytown children’s
television show becomes latest victim
of Iceland’s financial crisis, ” in The
Telegraph on May 31, 2010, we found
out that the company had a lot of debt
that caused it to be cancelled in 2014.
Stefan plays the role of Robbie
Rotten, the main villain in LazyTown
that tries taking control over the
people of the town by using tricks and
machines. As Robbie Rotten, Stefan has given laughter to children all

around the world with his ridiculous
persona and endless efforts to keep
Lazy Town lazy. When Stefan is not in
character, Stefán is an active advocate
for children with special needs. He has
participated in Rainbow Children, his
nonprofit foundation to stop bullying.
Julianna Rose Mauriello and Chloe
Lan, previous actors for the character Stephanie, began a fundraiser at
Gofundme.com called Stefan Karl’s
Year of Healing to help Stefán after
his operation that will not allow him
to work for a while. The two wrote in
the description, “We are raising funds
to help Stefan and his family survive
the coming year. Not only will they
need assistance with medical bills, but
it’s important that Stefan be allowed to
heal his body and spirit without the additional burden of financial need.” As
of January 27, 2017, the fundraiser has
collected $115,730 out of their initial
$100,000 goal they had expected to
reach before 2017 began.
If you still have no idea who Stefán is,
you might have recognized him for his
iconic “We Are Number One ” music

video from an episode called “Robbie’s Dream”. In the episode, Robbie
Rotten fails to trap Sportacus so he
orders three villains that look like him.
The hired “villains” do not know how
to act as real villains so, Robbie Rotten
begins playing a song to teach them
how to become villains.
The music video has become a
trend over the internet and made into
a couple of memes. Although these
memes are sometimes not that appropriate, Stefán has said to enjoy all
of them. While being in Reykjavik,
Iceland on December 7, 2016, Stefán posted a picture of himself on a
hospital bed. The image has a quote in
Icelandic that when translated says, “It
is well thought of person in oncology hospital and everything is done
to make you feel the best while the
drugs flow in the vein.” On December 12, 2016, Stefán Karl Stefánsson
along with the three actors that played
the hired villains did a live stream on
Facebook where they talked about
how these videos have helped Stefan
recover from his operation. They explain about how they worked together
and enjoyed being part of this internet
sensation. In the end they perform
the song one last time with other actors. The video is a great thing to see,
not only because of the dancing and
singing but also being able to see how
deeply involved Stefán was or is in
the show. The fundraiser is at its goal,
but if you would like to contribute
visit Stefan Karl’s Year of Healing at
Gofundme.com .

The Home of Lion Pride

By: Christopher Alexis Reyes
Staff Writer

O

n December 1, 2016, Chapecoense,
Brazilian football club,tragically
couldn’t make it to the Copa Sudamericana
final against Atletico Nacional because of
a plane crash in Columbia.
Chapecoense is a Brazilian soccer
team that participate in the Campeonato
Brasileiro Serie A and Campeonato Catarinense. They had made it in the finals
of the Copa Sudamericana to face the
soccer team Atletico Nacional to win the
cup. This was their first time qualifying
to the finals and were eager to win. They
boarded flight LaMia Flight 2933, which
was flying from Bolivia to Colombia, when
suddenly the plane crashed. According to
the New York Post, “ The plane crash on
November 28 claimed the lives of 71 of
77 aboard the plane.” In addition, only
three soccer players survived, two crew
members, and a journalist. According to
New York Post, Rafael Henzel states, “I
was sickened to learn the cause of the accident was believed to be the lack of fuel.”
Furthermore, ABC news states, “The
reason the plane crashed was because the
flight crew only filled up the plane with
the amount of fuel needed to make it
and didn’t have reservation in case of an
emergency.”
After the incident many fans were
mourning, including the two soccer player
who couldn’t make the flight, when they
heard the tragedy as shown by ABC news.
One soccer player named Helio Hermito
Zampier Neto, aka Neto, survived the
plane crash but was left in a coma for nine
days. According to Doctor Carlos Mendonca, Netos first question was “How his
team fared in the planned match” (New
York Post). In Addition, Doctor Carlos
Mendonca said “He couldn’t remember
anything from the plane crash so it must
have hurt him to find out most of his
team had died” (New York Post). However, according to ABC news the Brazilian Football Confederation still fined the
surviving player $30,000 dollars for not
attending the game leading to Atletico
national winning 3-0. It is sad to know
that even if a person missed a game due
to a tragedy the Superior Court still has
to charged the players for missing the
game. Atletico Nacional did however feel
bad for Chapecoense since it was their
first time qualifying for Copa Sudamericana. According to the New York Post, it
states “Atletico Nacional asked the South
American Football Confederation to award
Chapecoense in light of the tragedy.”
At least they were awarded the trophy
for their misfortune and the player who
survived.
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14-Year Old Girl Are Undocumented Students Safe After Presidential Elections?
Wishes To Be Frozen By: Karla Esquivel
Staff Writer

W

By: Martha Rodriguez
Staff Writer

J

.S, a 14-year old British schoolgirl, was diagnosed with a rare form of cancer in 2015. She
was then notified on August 2016, that her illness
was terminal according to BBC News. Knowing
that she didn’t have long to live she searched up
for something that could possibly help her live
longer. She found out that she could cryogenically
freeze herself until someone found a cure for her
cancer. Seeing as she was only 14 she had to get
the permission from both of the parents.
Her parents are divorced and they both have
a different view on the matter. Her mother fully
supported the decision of her daughter while the
father is total against it. However, she did live
with her mother and has not seen her father since
she was 6 years old. She willingly chose to not
have any contact with her father. Seeing that her
parents were arguing about the whole thing she
decided to write a letter to a judge.
According to Teenage Girl Wins Battle to
Have Body Frozen.” CNN. 2016 J.S wrote a letter
to judge Mr. Justice Peter Jackson , “I’ve been
asked to explain why I want this unusual thing
done. I’m only 14 years old and I don’t want to
die, but I know I am going to die eventually. I
think being cryopreserved gives me a chance to
be cured and woken up, even in a hundred years’
times. I don’t want to be buried underground. I
want to live, live longer and I think that in the future they might find a cure for my cancer and wake
me up. I want to have this chance.” This was her
last wish. Her father who also has cancer said the
reason he didn’t want his daughter to be frozen
was that, “Even if the treatment is successful and
she is brought back to life in, let’s say, 200 years,
she may not find any relative and she might not
remember things. She may be left in a desperate
situation, given that she’d still be 14 years old and
will be in the United States of America” the article
“14-year-old London Schoolgirl Wins Bid to Be
Cryogenically Frozen so She Can Live Again.” by
the International Business Times UK. Then he
changed his mind because this was the last and
only thing she’d ever ask of him and he wanted
to respect his daughter’s last wish. On October 6,
2016, after a long debate in the high court they decided to make their decision keeping in mind the
girl’s best interest. Mr. Justice Peter Jackson visited
J.S at the hospital because she was too sick to go
to court and gave her the good news. Telling her
that the court had agreed to grant her last wish.
According to the Cryonics Institute in
Michigan“J.S lost her battle with cancer on 17 October.Then was shipped on dry ice to the U.S and
arrive at the Cryogenics Institute in Michigan on
October 25, eight days later.” The Cryogenic Institute stated in “Teenage Girl Wins Battle to Have
Body Frozen.” article that quote “The patient was
then placed in the computer controlled cooling
chamber, to cool to liquid nitrogen temperature,
and it would take 24 hours. The patient was then
placed in a cryostat for long-term cryogenic storage. They also stated that the girl was their 143rd
patient.”
What are your thoughts on what this girl
wished for? Do you believe that Cryogenic
preservation really works? Or do you think that
once a person dies they can’t come back? If you’re
interested in learning more about this topic go
to “Cryonics Institute.com? it explains how the
whole Cryogenic preservation works. It even tells
you the reason behind why “The Cryogenic Institute” was made.

ith the presidential election on November 8th,
2016 millions of undocumented students,
DREAMers, fear for the future of their families and
themselves. According to the American Immigration
Council, the DREAM Act is a bill that allows any undocumented students to attend college, work, serve in
the military and obtain a Social Security Number. The
only requirements that is needed to meet is they need
to live in the United States for at least five years and
needed to be younger than 16 when they are brought
to the U.S. The undocumented community fear that
the new president will take this away from them.
“Mr. Trump repeatedly told his supporters that every
single undocumented immigrant - of which there are
11.3million- “have to go.” BBC News stated on January 6, 2017. But, as polling days approached, his stand
towards this issue, began to slowly change his mind
toward the issue. During his campaign, Trump said he
will deport all illegal immigrants. However, Trump
clarified his plan stating, “people who are criminals,
gang members, and drug dealers.” In other words,
any undocumented person with a criminal record that
is either in prison or living among our community
will be deported immediately. By doing this, Trump
believes this will drop the increasing crime rate.
According to the NAACP, the number of people
incarcerated in America, increased rapidly from
500,000 to 2.3 million people between the years of
1980 to 2008. According to the Migration Policy Institute, “today, nearly 70 million persons are of foreign
birth or parentage (that is, first or second generation)
— about 23 percent of all Americans, including 76
percent of all “Hispanics.”
Jorge Ramos, a reporter from Univision Network,

a network targeted to mostly to the Latino community,
had gone to Iowa during Donald Trump’s campaign
to ask him questions that millions of undocumented
people were yearning to know the answer to. After
being kicked out and allowed back inside the conference, Jorge Ramos prompted Trump this question:
“You cannot deport 11million undocumented people.
You cannot take the citizenship of children born in
the U.S with undocumented parents.” Trump finally
responded by stating, “We are going to do it in a very
humane way. Do you mind if I deport criminals?”
He stated that he will only deport the criminals like
drug dealers, gang members, etc. due to high crime
rates in America. Trump said, “They go back and get
here legally” meaning the undocumented community
should go back to their native country and enter the
United States legally. Mr. Trump said about the issue
of deporting the rest of the undocumented people
who were not criminals. Jorge Ramos continued to ask
him how he will be able to deport almost 11 million
undocumented people. This interview was recorded
and uploaded on Univision’s official website and
YouTube. Ramos also said that Trump was going to
win the Hispanic/Latino vote because they love him,
but in a survey done by their forum almost 71% of
the Hispanic population had and still have a negative
opinion towards him.
What the nearly one million young immigrants
fear is “losing their jobs and other benefits given in
renewable two-year blocks.” The Latino community
fear that the information that they have given the federal authorities like their addresses, contact information will allow them “to locate, detain and ultimately
deport them,” says USNEWS website. Immigration
patrol may find a young DREAMerand say they will
need to go to the authorities.
Stephen Yale-Loehr, a law professor at Cornell

University said to USNEWS “I’m sure [Obama is] going to try to think creatively with his legal advisers to
see if they can think of a legal mechanism that would
allow them to survive the undoing of the executive
action by Trump...What one president does, another
president can take away.” A president can veto or take
away laws that the previous president made.
Cristina Rodrigues, a professor at Yale Law
School says she has heard immigration advocates talk
about the pardons for the crime of illegally entering
the United States. This will later lead an undocumented person to permanent residency. Whatever the
decision the president makes, the 11 million undocumented individuals hope Donald Trump will not split
their families apart. Transition He stated, “What we
are going to do is get the people that are criminal and
have criminal records, gang members, drug dealers,
where a lot of these people, probably two million, it
could be even three million, we are getting them out
of our country or we are going to incarcerate,” Trump
said in an interview with CBSNews. He will find a way
to locate them and either deport them or incarcerate
them. Trump continued saying during the interview
“After the border is secure and after everything gets
normalized, we’re going to make a determination on
the people that they’re talking about who are terrific
people, they’re terrific people but we are gonna make
a determination at that,”. Trump knows there are
people in the U.S that have not committed a crime
during their time here. He won’t make a decision at
the moment about this group just yet.
Whatever the outcome may be, many undocumented students pray for their families to remain
together in the United States and to live thinking their
families will be split apart. They hope the new president will keep the programs that have helped them
and their families live in peace.

Should LALA Start School At A Later Time?
By: Christian Rodriguez-Munoz
Staff Writer

I

n an article titled, “The Early Bird
Gets The Bad Grade” by Nancy
Kalish from The New York Times
said, “In 2002, high schools in Jessamine county in Kentucky pushed back
the first bell to 8:40 a.m., from 7:30
a.m. attendance immediately increased,
as well the did scores on standardized
tests, which have continued to rise
each year.” According to high schools
in Fayette County in Kentucky, when
school times were held back it took a
turn for the best. Students were receiving better grades and were graduating at a higher rate. This showed
that holding the bell time made a big
impact on these students’ grades. In
addition, changing the bell schedule in
Los Angeles Leadership Academy can

benefit the students.
If school started at a later time,
students wouldn’t have to struggle to
get up and arrive to school on time.
The school’s schedule makes it difficult
for students because they have to wake
up early around 6:oo am to 7:oo am
and are required to arrive to school on
time at 8:00 am. If school began later,
it is most likely that students would be
well rested and ready to learn. According to The National Sleep Foundation, studies has shown that students
do better when school starts later.
The National Sleep Foundation also
studied, “60% of the children under
the age of 18 complained of being
tired during the day.” Likewise, teens
are always staying up late at night and
sleeping all day.
But, there are cons for many stu-

dents that have afterschool activities.
Starting school late will affect students
that play sports, have jobs, live far, ect.
Students that play sports will have to
be a bit late for practice. Students that
have jobs will have to work less hours
during weekdays. The biggest problem
that students will face, will be going to
school and having their parents take
them and pick them up because most
parents work.
Although, there are some cons
following along of school starting late.
The pros are still beneficial than the
cons; overall, students can still manage their after school activities and
will also be getting better grades in the
process. In the end, the students and
their grades are what matter.

How Is Commercial Ice Cream Made?

By: Jose Ortiz Jr.
Staff Writer

I

ce cream is one of the most popular comfort
foods around the world, but do many of us
know the process of creating such a masterpiece?
Of course you can’t begin making ice cream
without the utmost important ingredient, milk.
According to the International Dairy Foods
Association, federal regulations dictate that all
ice cream must contain at least 10% milk fat and
at least 20% milk solids to limit the amount of
air that gets incorporated into the ice cream. In
order to achieve a creamier texture, more milk

fat is needed. Sweeteners in ice cream vary from
cane/beet sugar to honey. Stabilizers such as
proteins, carbohydrates, and/or plant derivatives keeps the ice cream from forming large
ice crystals to ensure the creamy texture. As
stated by International Dairy Foods Association,
“Emulsifiers (a substance that stabilizes an emulsion, in particular a food additive used to stabilize
processed foods), such as lecithin and mono- and
diglycerides, are also used in small amounts. They
provide uniform whipping qualities to the ice
cream during freezing, as well as a smoother and
drier body and texture in the frozen form.”
The process continues with putting the

ingredients in this mixing tank to blend all the
items together. After completed, International
Dairy Foods Association informs us, “The hot
mixture is then “shot” through a homogenizer
where pressure, on average around 2000 pounds
per square inch, breaks the milk fat down into
smaller particles, allowing the mixture to stay
smooth and creamy.” Which is later cooled to
a low 40 degrees fahrenheit one batch at a time
to evenly freeze the liquid mixture. During this
process the ice cream is aerated by gyrating
blades to prevent the mixture from ending up as
a clump of frozen ingredients. Federal standards
dictates the product can weigh no less than 4.5
pounds per gallon after the whipping procedure.
International Dairy Foods Association continues,
“The next step is the addition of bulky flavorings, such as fruits, nuts and chocolate chips.
The ingredients are either “dropped” or “shot”
into the semi-solid ice cream after it leaves the
freezer.” The only thing left after that is packaging the finished product and distributing it to
your local marketplace.
In conclusion, ice cream is a product with
three main processes before it is savored by the
public and now you know the journey from 1020% milk fat all the way to semi-solid ice cream
in your local marketplace. In the words of G.I.
Joe, “And knowing is half the battle.”
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Valentine’s Day
By: Jocelyn Perez RAMIrez
Editor-In-Chief

V

alentine’s Day is the time of the
year when people exchange candy, flowers, and gifts. Many people
recognize Valentine’s Day as the day
when they can express their love and
affection to one another; however,
most people do not know the history
behind it or how Valentine’s Day
began. There are many legends about
the mysterious Saint Valentine and
here are some of them:
Legend says that Valentine was
a priest who served during the third
century in Rome. He secretly performed marriages for young lovers
because Emperor Claudius II prohibited marriage for young men. He
believed that single men are more
excellent soldiers than those with
wives and families. Valentine contravened Emperor Claudius because

he believed that the rule was unfair.
When Claudius discovered Valentine’s actions, he sentenced him to
death.
Another legend was that Valentine, a prisoner, fell in love with
a young girl who visited him during
his time in prison. Valentine sent the
first ever “Valentine” card to his lover. Before his death, Valentine wrote
the young girl a printed letter saying,
“From your Valentine.” This phrase
still continues to be used today. All
these stories of Valentine portrayed
him as heroic and an important romance figure.
Valentine’s Day occurred when
the Christian Church decided to have
St. Valentine’s feast day during the
middle of February to “Christianize” the celebration of Lupercalia.
Lupercalia is a festival dedicated to
Faunus, a Roman god of agriculture,

and Romulus and Remus, founders
of Rome. Although, changing the
holiday to celebrate a Christian saint
increased the number of Christians
who celebrated the holiday, it became
outlawed towards the end of the
fifth century. The celebrations of Lupercalia decreased by the higher class
and the aristocratic, but they enjoyed
the feast exclusively by the working
class. By the end of the fifth century,
Pope Gelasius outlawed Lupercalia
for becoming a pagan ritual and an
unchristian tradition. Later on, Pope
Gelasius established a Christian celebration where St. Valentine would
be the Patron Saint and declared it
on February 14th.
In 1723, the idea of Valentine’s
messages became popular and is
usually a written note of a romantic
poem on pretty paper. Valentine’s
Day began its celebration in the 17th

century in Great Britain and in the
18th century in the United States.
During the 1700’s, handwritten
notes, small tokens of affection, and
gift exchanges went popular. Esther
A. Howland, known as “Mother
of Valentine” was responsible for
popularizing Valentine’s Day greeting cards in America. She created
the first assembly-line production
of Valentine cards. According to
the Greeting Card Association, one
billion Valentine’s cards are sent each
year which makes Valentine’s Day the
second largest card-sending holiday
of the year.
Today, Americans celebrate
Valentine’s Day by going on romantic dates, spending quality time with
each other, and exchanging flowers,
love cards, chocolates, and stuffed
animals; especially that gigantic teddy
bear every girl wants from Costco!!

Shout-Outs
To: Everyone
You’re my one and
only.
From: Anonymous

To: All my friends
Shout out to Pedro
I love you guys!
From: Andrea Solis Barroso for being
too cute.
-Anonymous

To: My baby daddy
Buy me my Kylie
Jenner Lip Kit.
From: Anonymous
To: Jocelyn Perez and
Emily Gonzalez
I love you guys!
From: Karla Altamirano

Shout out to
cute a** Kayleen
-Anonymous

To: Sandra
Be Juicy!
From: Anonymous

To: Selena
I will be there the same
way you’re always there
for me.
From: Anonymous

I want to shout out
Ingrid I really like
her a lot.
-Ivan R.
Shout out to Martha R., you have the
best hair.
-Anonymous
Shout out to Diana
for letting me borrow your charger.
-Darwin S.

To: Andrea Solis
I love you. You are my
one and only, best friend.

Shout out to class of
2017! You are almost
there!
-Love, The Plant Lady
To: Maria Fernandez & Sammy
I will always care about you
guys no matter where I am or
where I go.
From: Noelia Ibarra

From: Mo

I want to shout out
my friend Andre &
Traves because they’re
cool. I love them.
-Anonymous

To: Harvey
Harvey *heart eyes*
From: Anonymous

Shout out to Juarez,
John for being the
coolest teacher.
-Kevin Flores
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Ouija, The Spirit
Food Fight:
of Evil
Starbucks Vs. Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf

By: Samantha Mora
Staff Writer

By: Briana Vega Ramirez
Staff Writer

A

I

bel Makkonen Tesfaye, better known as The
Weeknd, was born on February 16, 1990 in Scarborough, Toronto, Canada. According to writer Carly
Ledbetter of the Huffington Post, “His first language
was Amharic, which is spoken in his parents’ native
country of Ethiopia. After the singer’s parents split
up, Tesfaye was raised by his mother and grandmother
and later dropped out of school at 17.” At 17, Tesfaye
decided “The Weeknd” would be his stage name.
Ledbetter then continued to state, “Tesfaye wrote, ‘We
grabbed our mattresses from our parents threw it in
our friends shitty van and left one weekend and never
came back home… I hated my name at the time so I
decided though so I tried it as a stage name… I took
out the ‘e’ because there was already a Canadian band
named The Weekend.”
“You have writer’s block,” he told the British
newspaper. “And sometimes you’re like, I can’t do this
sober.” The Weeknd admits that he wrote his earlier
releases under the heavy influence of drugs. As stated
on the Huffington Post, “The singer has been open
about his past drug use (including Adderall, weed,
MDMA, Xanax, cocaine, mushrooms and ketamine)
and a New York Times profile noted that, when Abel
“wasn’t high, he wasn’t happy growing up.”
Although The Weeknd did use lots of drugs, his
music continued to capture the attention of many with
its originality. He dropped three mixtapes in one year.
First, House of Balloons dropped first on March 21,
2011, then Thursday was released on August 19, 2011,
and finally Echoes of Silence was released on December 11, 2011. Later, he released the compilation album
Trilogy, that featured songs from his mixtapes, on
November 13, 2012. His studio album Kiss Land was
released on September 10, 2013, followed by Beauty
Behind the Madness, that was released on August 28,
2015.
Along with the Weeknd making a name for
himself with his music, he was also known for his
signature hair. On February 11, 2016, the Huffington
Post’s writer, Carly Ledbetter wrote, “The Weeknd
told Rolling Stone that his hair was inspired by artist
Jean-Michel Basquiat in an October 2015 profile.” Ledbetter continued to explain The Weeknd’s thoughts,
“I want to be remembered as iconic and different,”
Tesfaye said after admitting that his hair gave him
neck pain.“But if I cut it, I’d look like everyone else
and that’s so boring to me.” The Weeknd rocked
dreadlocks since he started making music, but nothing
lasts forever. In October of 2016, The Weeknd cut his
long dreads without warning and changed his look. On
November 4, 2016, Jillian Ruffo of People wrote, “The
singer opened up to The Wall Street Journal about
his major hair transformation, saying that he lost the
dreads because they were interrupting his sleep.” On
November 25, 2016, The Weeknd appeared on the
front cover of his most recent album Starboy with a
new look. On December 6, 2016, Hugh McIntyre of
Forbes writes, “The R&B star’s new album Starboy has
started at No. 1 on the Billboard 200 with the thirdlargest opening frame of 2016… As if that wasn’t
good enough, all 18 songs on Starboy have found their
way onto the Hot 100…” This is probably the best
time of his career and would be for any other artist
that could accomplish this. According to Josh Eells of
Rolling Stone, “Tesfaye is just the twelfth artist in history to score back-to-back Number Ones, a group that
includes Elvis Presley, the Beatles, and Taylor Swift.”
Eells also shared, “Spend just five minutes with him,
though, and he reveals himself: sweet, soft-spoken, and
surprisingly earnest.” If only The Weeknd could give
me one minute. Years ago, Tesfaye had a goal to be a
great artist and today, he continues to make a name
for himself with chart-toppers as well as a very unique
style.

By: Yulissa Andrea Jimenez
Staff Writer

W

ould you rather enjoy a nice
cold frappé in the morning or
sip down a home styled brewed tea?
Whether if an individual chooses to
purchase these beverages from their
local Starbucks or Coffee Bean & Tea
Leaf.
Founded in 1971, Starbucks
has shaped its way to the American
culture and has become a global
phenomenon. Coming from a single
store in Seattle’s Pike Place Market,
Starbucks has more than 24,000 retail
stores in 70 countries, according to
Starbucks.com. According to Statista.
com, “The company’s revenue growth
also reflects its success: Starbucks’ annual revenue more than tripled in the
last ten years, reaching 19.16 billion
U.S dollars in 2015.”
Starbucks offers a variety of
different teas, fine pastries and a
selection of many drinks combinations. Starbucks has a great quality
service and a friendly atmosphere
most people can enjoy. For instance,
they have a nice environment where
consumers can sit inside or out to
enjoy a nice refreshing drink while
listening to music the store chooses
for its style and appeal. Starbucks
has more than 30 blends and singleorigin premium coffees, according to
Starbucks.com. They sell over many
other coffee brands like: Seattle’s Best
Coffee, Teavana, Tazo, Evolution
Fresh, La Boulange, Ethos Water and
Torrefazione Italia Coffee. Moreover,
Starbucks always have new drinks for
every seasons. Most consumers are
hyped for the upcoming drinks and
new seasoning coffee cups. For most
consumers, it is a definitely ‘yes’.
The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf, in
contrast, was founded and brewed in
Southern California since 1963. It is

well known for their brewed coffee
and their home style tea that they
collect by their very own farmers.
The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf is more
natural. Additionally, they hand pick
and blend their teas and coffees for a
more refreshing taste. Beverages are
made differently at The Coffee Bean
& The Tea Leaf because they endure
of a more natural taste, according to
“Starbucks Vs. The Coffee Bean &
The Tea Leaf, Which Is Better” by
Katie Cortez, published in 2015.
The Voice questioned customers around a nearby neighborhood
to review what they would like the
most, Starbucks or The Coffee Bean
& The Tea Leaf. The majority of the
people from our survey chose Starbucks. This is what they had to say
out of all the people interviewed; one
replied, “Starbucks because they have
a variety of coffees and teas. They
also have yummy breakfast sandwiches and a lot of sweet desserts.”
We asked another individual and they
quickly stated, “Starbucks because
their coffees are better than Coffee
Bean & The Tea Leaf.” Another person replied to The Voice, “Starbucks
because that’s all we have nearby the
area and as of coffee beans not so
many are found around here.” Lastly,
another person from our survey
replied, “Starbucks because they offer
more varieties and as of me I like the
refreshers, also they have really good
pastries.”
Starbucks and The Coffee Bean
& The Tea Leaf competes each other
in somewhat ways, but they are also
two good places to buy a refreshing
drink. Although they both have their
different taste and styles, they both
serve fine coffee and tea that people
enjoy the most.

t was on February, 1891 when the first few advertisements of the Ouija board appeared on newspapers.
According to Linda Rodriguez McRobbie’s article from
the Smithsonian.com, she explains that the Ouija, in
fact was well known in the 19th century because of the
obsession with spiritualism; the belief that the dead
are able to communicate with the living. Lawyer and
inventor from Mayland, Elijah Jefferson Bond created
a spiritual board game in 1891. John Sanidopoulos,
a writer from Daimologia, states that there was no
mentions from the creators of the talking board. Sanidopoulos says, “It is quite curious that no mention of
the spiritual or the occult occurs in this patent. It was
clearly believed by the inventors and patent holders
that the messages spelled out by their device were created in the mind of the operator.”
This spine-chilling flat board has an alphabet
shaped as an arched above the numbers zero through
nine, on the two upper corners there is “yes” and
“no” on each side. Additionally, “goodbye” is located
at the bottom center of the board. The Ouija board is
accompanied by a “planchette” in which it is usually a
heart-shaped device, that has a small window, used to
maneuver about the board. Robert Murch, an Ouija
historian, quoted, “For such an iconic thing that strikes
both fear and wonder in American culture, how can
no one know where it came from?”
Linda Rodriguez, a writer from Smithsonian.com,
states that the price for the board in that time period
was $1.50 and explains, “The idea was that two or
more people would sit around the board, place their
fingertips on the planchette, pose a question, and
watch, dumbfounded, as the planchette moved from
letter to letter, spelling out the answers seemingly of its
own accord.”
In Los Angeles Leadership Academy, English
teacher Ms. Brittany Estrada had the experience of
playing with the famous Ouija board. When asked
with whom did she have the experience of playing
the Ouija board with and if she enjoyed it, Estrada
responded, “The first time I engaged with the Ouija
board I was with my cousins, both boys, were we all
the same age, 13. I have played the game two times
more for fun.” In addition, when asked about the outcome and did anything strange or unusual happened
after playing the Ouija board, Ms. Estrada responded,
“We snook the game from my older cousins closet,
knowing that we were not allowed to play it. We hide
behind the garage, read the directions, and began asking questions. We were young so we asked which girl
liked my cousin and what my secret nickname was.
The board answered both questions correctly from
what I remember. I do remember pulling and pushing
the planchette a little. But, there was a moment when
all of our hands were off the board and the planchette
moved to the Goodbye section of the board. I remember all the hairs on the back of my neck standing up,
my heart stopping, my lungs freezing, and my pupils
widening. We then left the board and told our older
cousins.”
An original movie The Exorcist, was based on a
true story in which a 14 year old gets possessed after
playing the Ouija board. It took separate religious
ceremony acts, from different Christian bodies to
release the demons. Bobby Nelson from James Randi
Educational Foundation states, “Christians that give
the Ouija its reputation as the work of the devil.”
Christians are completely against the Ouija board because it is believed that demons take over your body if
played. In addition, this controversial board game has
never been banned in the United States, even though
there are many people against the spiritual board game
being sold. Not only did the board named it self, with
the meaning of “Good-luck”, but it also caused many
unusual things to happen. No one knows what can
happen till they play. Now, do you have the courage to
play this spiritual toy?

